Abstract. We introduce Pastis, a completely decentralized multi-user read-write peer-to-peer file system. In Pastis every file is described by a modifiable inode-like structure which contains the addresses of the immutable blocks in which the file contents are stored. All data are stored using the Past distributed hash table (DHT), which we have modified in order to reduce the number of network messages it generates, thus optimizing replica retrieval. Pastis' design is simple compared to other existing systems, as it does not require complex algorithms like Byzantine-fault tolerant (BFT) replication or a central administrative authority. It is also highly scalable in terms of the number of network nodes and users sharing a given file or portion of the file system. Furthermore, Pastis takes advantage of the fault tolerance and good locality properties of its underlying storage layer, the Past DHT. We have developed a prototype based on the FreePastry open-source implementation of the Past DHT. We have used this prototype to evaluate several characteristics of our file system design. Supporting the close-toopen consistency model, plus a variant of the read-your-writes model, our prototype shows that Pastis is between 1.4 to 1.8 times slower than NFS. In comparison, Ivy and Oceanstore are between two to three times slower than NFS.
Introduction
Although many peer-to-peer file systems have been proposed by different research groups during the last few years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , only a handful are designed to scale to hundreds of thousands of nodes and to offer read-write access to a large community of users. Moreover, very few prototypes of these large-scale multiwriter systems exist to this date, and the available experimental data are still very limited.
One of the reasons for this is that, as the system grows to a very large scale, allowing updates to be made anywhere anytime while maintaining consistency, ensuring security, and achieving good performances is not an easy task. Readonly systems, such as CFS [4] , are much easier to design since the time interval between meta-data updates is expected to be relatively high. This allows the extensive use of caching, since cached data are either seldom invalidated or kept until they expire. Security in a read-only system is also quite simple to implement. Digitally signing a single root block with the administrator's private key and using one-way hash functions allows clients to verify the integrity and authenticity of all file system data. Finally, consistency is hardly a problem since only a single user, the administrator, can modify the file system.
Multi-writer designs must face a number of issues not found in read-only systems, such as maintaining consistency between replicas, enforcing access control, guaranteeing that update requests are authenticated and correctly processed, and dealing with conflicting updates.
The Ivy system [3] , for instance, stores all file system data in a set of logs using the DHash distributed hash table. Each user has its own log to which he appends his own updates. This eliminates the need of a central serialization point, and provides high security against attacks, including attacks from users who turn out to be malicious, but also limits the number of users (more users means more logs to traverse when reading a file).
Oceanstore [2] uses a completely different approach to handling updates by introducing a centralization point called the primary tier. This set of replicas serialize updates using a Byzantine-fault tolerant (BFT) [6] algorithm. However, BFT is expensive, and primary tier nodes must be highly resilient and wellconnected. Although Oceanstore has many features, the system is quite complex, and its centralized design may not be suitable for a community of cooperative users.
With the aim of finding a solution to the shortcomings of these systems we have designed Pastis, a highly-scalable, completely decentralized multi-writer peer-to-peer file system. For every file or directory Pastis keeps an inode object in which the file's metadata are stored. As in the Unix File System, inodes also contain a list of pointers to the data blocks in which the file or directory contents are stored. All blocks are stored using the Past distributed hash table, thus benefiting from the locality properties of both Past and Pastry [7] .
Our system is completely decentralized. Security is achieved by signing inodes before inserting them into the Past network. Each inode is stored in a special block called User Certificate Block, or UCB. Data blocks are stored in immutable blocks, called Content-Hash Blocks, the integrity of which can easily be verified. All blocks are replicated in order to ensure fault tolerance and to reduce the impact of network latency.
Finally, we have implemented a prototype written in Java. It runs the FreePastry [8] The remaining part of this paper is as follows: section 2 introduces Past and Pastry. Section 3 presents the design of our system in more detail. Section 4 presents our prototype, and evaluate its performance. Finally, section 5 concludes this paper. More details on Pastis can be found in [9] .
Pastry and Past
Pastry [7] is a peer-to-peer key-based routing substrate designed to support a very large number of nodes. In a Pastry network, each node has a unique fixedlength node identifier (nodeid), whose address space can be thought of as a circle ranging from 0 to 2 160 − 1. Routing is performed with keys: a message is routed to the node whose nodeid is numerically closest to the specified key.
Pastry's routing algorithm is derived from the work by Plaxton [10] . This type of prefix-based routing can achieve very low hop counts, usually O(logN ), where N is the number of overlay nodes. However, one important feature of Pastry is that it takes into account network locality to optimize overlay routes.
Past [11] is a highly-scalable peer-to-peer storage service which provides a distributed hash table abstraction. Past uses Pastry to route messages between Past nodes, thus benefits from Pastry's properties, i.e. scalability, self-organisation, locality, etc. In addition, Past ensures high data availability through the use of replication: it implements a lazy replication protocol that maintains a constant number of replicas of each stored block, as nodes join and leave the network.
Although not detailed in this paper, we have generalized the Past lookup call so that it now supports one or more search predicates. This allows us to efficiently retrieve an inode replica whose version stamp is not older than a given value. We use this feature in the read-your-write consistency model, as described in 3.2.
Design
We begin the description of our file system by presenting how file system data are stored on the network. The data structures used in our design are similar to those of the common Unix file system (UFS). For each file the system stores an inode-like object which contains the file's metadata, much like the information found in a traditional inode.
As shown in Figure 1 , each inode is stored in special DHT blocks called User Certificate Blocks (UCBs). For each UCB a private-public key pair is generated by the user who creates the file, i.e. the file's owner, and the private key is stored in the owner's computer.
All inodes contain at least the following information: inode type, file attributes, and security information. This is basically the same information as that returned by the stat Unix system call. Specific inode types contain additional fields which are only necessary for the corresponding file type. Regular file and directory inodes, for instance, contain a list of pointers to other blocks in which the file or directory contents are stored. Symbolic link inodes, in turn, contain only the link's destination path.
File and directory contents are stored in fixed-size DHT blocks called ContentHash Blocks (CHBs). The DHT address of each CHB is obtained from the hash of the block's contents, and is stored within the file's inode block pointer table.
As with UFS inodes, we use single, double, and triple-indirect blocks to limit the size of the inode's block pointer table.
In order to optimize directory operations, each directory inode holds a small number of directory entries in the inode itself. Therefore, clients accessing directories that contain only a few files need not retrieve any CHBs. Retrieving or inserting the UCB in which the inode is stored may be sufficient, thereby reducing operation time and increasing performance.
Our design is similar to that of CFS [4] , the main difference lying in the use of modifiable blocks (UCBs) to store inodes, thus eliminating the cascade effect of CFS when updating an inode.
Updates and conflicts
Modifying a file or directory in Pastis requires updating the UCB in which its inode is stored, but it also usually involves the insertion of new CHBs. For instance, writing to a file will usually take the following steps:
1. Fetch the file inode (UCB) from the network 2. Fetch the corresponding data block(s) (CHB) 3. Modify the data block(s) and insert them into the DHT 4. Modify the inode's pointer table with the addresses of the new data block(s), and reinsert the inode into the DHT Note that modifying the contents of data blocks changes their DHT keys (which are obtained by hashing the block contents). Thus the need for updating the inode's pointer table.
If two or more clients update an inode concurrently, then a conflict will most probably occur. In our current design, the conflict-resolution mechanism works as follows: each inode update is uniquely identified by a version stamp, consisting of the version number of the update and the unique id of the user who issued it. We define a total order on version stamps by first comparing version numbers, and if they are equal, by comparing user ids.
Each time a user commits an update to a file or directory, the inode's version number is incremented, and the new inode is inserted into the Past DHT. During insertion, the Past client sends the new inode to all replicas. Each replica checks that the new inode's version number is greater than the existing one before the replica is overwritten. If this check fails, the update is aborted.
Consistency
Our system currently supports two consistency models: close-to-open and a variant of the read-your-writes guarantee.
Close-to-open consistency [12] is a relaxed consistency model widely employed in distributed file systems such as AFS and NFS. In this model the open and close operations determine the moment in which files are read from and written to the network. The advantage of using close-to-open consistency is that local write operations need not be propagated to the network until the file is closed. Similarly, once a file has been opened, the local client need not check whether the file has been modified by other remote clients, an operation that would require accessing the network. In other words, the local client can cache the file's contents while it is opened, and keep this cache until the file is closed.
In our system, the close-to-open model is implemented by retrieving the latest inode from network when the file is opened and keeping a cached copy until the file is closed. Any following read requests are satisfied using the cached inode. New CHBs are also buffered locally instead of being inserted immediately into the DHT. Finally, when the file is closed all cached data are flushed to the network and removed from the local buffer.
Note that this scheme works because the immutable data blocks (CHBs) that store the contents of each different version of a given file (a new version appears each time the file is closed) are never removed from the network. If they were, then the data blocks pointed to by a cached inode could be no longer valid. Alternatively, a complex garbage collection mechanism would have to be employed to safely remove unused immutable block from the DHT.
The close-to-open consistency model may be stronger than what many applications actually need. In fact, applications which access files that are seldom shared, or that are not shared at all could benefit from a further relaxed consistency. For these applications we have implemented another consistency model, based on the read-your-writes session guarantee, originally introduced by Bayou [13] . Our read-your-writes model guarantees that when an application opens a file, the version of the file that it reads is not older than the version it previously wrote. Once the file is opened, file updates are performed as in the close-to-open model.
The key advantage of the read-your-writes model is that it requires fewer accesses to the DHT than the close-to-open model and thus yields lower response time. Because of possible rollback attacks and Past's lazy replication mechanism, the latter model requires all inode replicas to be retrieved to ensure that the latest version is used. By contrast, in the read-your-writes model, it suffices to retrieve at least one inode replica whose version stamp is not less than a given value. Since all of the replicas are written when closing a file, all replicas normally satisfy the search predicate, including the one that is closest to the application opening the file. We leverage Pastry and Past's locality property and fetch this replica in just one lookup path, using our generalized lookup call, thus achieving the lowest possible latency.
Note that in practice, it is highly likely that a file open will retrieve the latest version of the file, as in the close-to-open model. The only case the retrieved inode is not the latest one is when the node queried during lookup is acting maliciously, or has not been updated yet following a recent change in the set of nodes hosting the replicas of the inode.
Security
Pastis ensures write access control and data integrity through the use of standard cryptographic techniques and ACL certificates. Pastis does not currently provide read access control, but users may encrypt files' contents to ensure data confidentiality if needed.
Write access control and data integrity are ensured as follows. The owner of a file issues a write certificate for every user he allows to write to the file. When a user modifies the file, he must properly sign the new version of the inode and provide his write certificate along with the inode. The certificate and the inode signature are checked by DHT nodes before they commit the update. A user performs the same checks when reading the file in order to assert the integrity of the file's contents. These mechanisms along with the use of replication make Pastis tolerant to Byzantine behaviour of DHT nodes and rollback attacks, provided at least one replica is not faulty. However, unlike Ivy, our security model assumes that all users allowed to write to a given file trust one another regarding update operations on that file. Because of space limitations the details of Pastis security mechanisms will not be developed here.
Prototype and evaluation
The latest version of our prototype uses FreePastry 1.3.2 and runs on any platform that supports the Java VM 5.0.
We developed a discrete event simulator, LS 3 [16], in order to conduct experiments on large-scale networks. LS 3 simulates such networks by randomly locating nodes on a sphere and deriving network latency from the distance between source and destination nodes. The maximum network latency corresponds to two diametrically opposed points on the sphere.
In order to evaluate the performance of our prototype we use the Andrew Benchmark [12] , which consists of five phases: (1) create directories, (2) copy files, (3) read file attributes, (4) read file contents, and (5) run a make command. The source directory we use as input to the benchmark contains two sub-directories and 26 C source and header files, for a total size of 190 Kbytes. The benchmark executes on top of a node running a Pastis/Past/Pastry stack, which in turn communicates with other Past nodes to store and retrieve blocks. These communications can take place either through a real network, or be confined to the local Java VM when using the LS 3 simulator. Real experiments are run on Pentiums 4 2.4 GHz with 512 Mbytes of RAM, running Linux 2.4.x. In order to simulate the latency of inter-node communications, we use a DummyNet [14] router, running FreeBSD 4.5. Experiments using the LS 3 simulator are run on a Pentium 4 1.8 GHz with 2 Gbytes of RAM. It is important to notice that all layers from the Pastry layer upwards are unaware of whether they are executing on top a simulated or a real environment. In other words, the executed code corresponding to the DHT and Pastis layers is the same in both cases.
Network size
This experiment evaluates Pastis' scalability with respect to the number of nodes in the network. We run the Andrew Benchmark on a simulated network of increasing size, with a constant maximum network latency of 300ms. We use the close-to-open consistency model, and Past's replication is disabled. Figure 2 shows the total and per-phase execution time of the benchmark for network sizes ranging from 16 to 32768 nodes. We observe that the total execution time increases only by 13.5% between 16 (311 s) and 32768 nodes (353 s). This good result is mainly due to Pastry's efficient routing algorithm. This experiment confirms, however, that Pastis does not introduce any flaw in the overall design and preserves Pastry and Past's scalability over a wide range of network sizes. 
Concurrent clients
In this experiment we evaluate the performance impact of running multiple file system clients concurrently in a real environment. We run from one up to 16 concurrent Andrew Benchmark clients, each client writing to a different directory so that no conflicts are generated. In all cases we use a Past network of 16 nodes, with a block replication factor of 4 and a 100 ms emulated inter-node delay. The consistency model is close-to-open. Figure 2 shows that the total execution time for a single client is 311 seconds. As the number of clients increases, execution time appears to grow linearly, with only a 2% increase for 4 concurrent clients. This suggests that Pastis scales well in terms of concurrent clients. In comparison, according to [3] an equivalent test performed on the Ivy file system shows a 70% increase when going from 1 to 4 concurrent clients. This is not surprising since having multiple logs (one per participant) forces Ivy clients to traverse all the logs that have been modified, even if the records appended by the other users do not concern the files accessed by the local user. In Pastis, running 16 concurrent client produces only a 11.3% increase compared to a single client, which is very low considering that every node is running a benchmark client.
Consistency models
This experiment compares the performance of the two consistency models that Pastis implements. We run the Andrew Benchmark on a simulated network of 32768 nodes, with a maximum network latency of 300 ms and a block replication factor of 16. We perform three test runs. The first run uses the close-to-open (CTO) consistency model, and the second uses the read-your-writes (RYW) model. The third run also uses the read-your-write model, but this time with 10% of the closest inode replicas being stale. Figure 3 shows the total and per-phase execution time for each of these three runs. The left, middle and right bars represent the CTO, RYW and RYW with failures runs, respectively. Execution time is broken down into three categories: the lower part of each bar represents the cumulative CHB read and write time, the middle part represents the UCB write time and the upper part represents the UCB read time. We observe that in the close-to-open model, almost 40% of the overall time is spent in UCB reads. This is because all of the live replicas of a given UCB must be retrieved to determine its latest version, as required by the consistency model. As expected, the read-your-writes model yield better performance than the close-to-open model by reducing UCB read time. We observe that while CHB read-write time and UCB write time remain the same as in the close-to-open model, UCB read time decreases by 85% (144 s for close-to-open, 21 s for read-your-writes), yielding a 33% increase in overall performance. Finally, the results also show that even in the presence of 10% stale UCB replicas the overall time increases by only 3% in the read-yrou-write model.
NFS comparison
In this test we compared Pastis' performance to that of NFS v3. This allows us to make an indirect comparison to other peer-to-peer file systems for which a comparison with NFS has been performed [3, 2] . First we run a single Andrew Benchmark client on a real network of 16 machines, each running an instance of Past, with a replication factor of 4. We emulate an inter-node latency of 100 ms using the DummyNet router (a ping between any two machines yields a 200 ms round-trip time). We then run an Andrew Benchmark client on an NFS client accessing a single NFS server, and also emulate a 100 ms latency between client and server (a RPC therefore takes 200 ms).
As shown in Figure 3 , total execution time is less than twice that of NFS when Pastis consistency model is set to close-to-open. With the read-your-writes model, Pastis is only 40% slower than NFS. In comparison, other peer-to-peer file systems [3, 2] are between two to three times slower than NFS.
